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Main Products of Azeus Fertilizer Machinery:
☆ compost turner
☆ fertilizer mixer
☆ fertilizer crusher
☆ fertilizer granulator
☆ fertilizer dryer
☆ fertilizer cooler
☆ fertilizer coating machine
☆ round fertilizer granules shaping machine
☆ fertilizer packaging machine
☆ organic fertilizer production line
☆ compound fertilizer production line

Belt Conveyor
We provides our customers with 2 kinds of conveyor belt: inclined belt conveyor and high
inclination-angle conveyor. Both of them meet the requirement in most industrial activities,
and the wide ranges of operating condition.

Belt Conveyor System is an indispensable part in the whole fertilizer production line. We
provide customers with inclined belt conveyor and high inclination-angle belt conveyor. The
inclined conveyor connects main fertilizer equipment together, making an easier raw materials
& finished products transportation. The material handling conveyors are used in incline and
decline applications to allow fertilizers to be accumulated while moving between floors or
stacked conveyor
Technical Data of Inclined Belt Conveyor
Production capacity(t/h): 6-10, 8-17
Power(KW): 3-4, 4-5.5
Advantage of Fertilizer Belt Conveyor System
● Compact design, suitable for grain, powder or fertilizer products.
● Grooves used to fasten attachment parts, such as stands, side rails or proximity switches
● Profile design ensures a torsion-resistant structure with good carrying characteristics
● Crowned pivot rollers and idler rollers allow center belt run and facilitate belt adjustment
● Optional rubberized drive rollers ensure optimal transmission of torque
Application

The material handling conveyors are widely used in mining, metallurgy, chemical industry,
foundry,building materials industry,and fertilizer production lines.
It is suitable for the
transportation of powder, granular, such as coal, gravel, sand, cement, fertilizer, food, etc.
Its length and assembly type can be provided in accordance with users’ requirements.
If you have any requirement and interest in the said products, you can send an enquiry, we
will contact with you within 24 hours.
Awaiting for your response.
Email: azeusfertilizermachinery@gmail.com
Website: http://fertilizer-machines.com/product/accessory-equipment/belt-conveyor.html

